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Reusable dishes return to Andrew Commons

Joey Davis
Staff Writer

_______________________

Andrew Commons
has returned to providing reusable dishware
after a period of using
disposable dishes.
Michael
Downey,
Executive Chef of Bon
Appetit at Lawrence,
said that the primary
factors in shifting back
to reusable dishware
were related to the staffing levels in the dish
room. The staffing level
was gradually increased
over the past few months
until the dish room was
capable of handling the
switch back.
“We’ve updated our
staffing model and recruited new team members to account for the
needs of the operation,”
said Downey. “We also
work with our staff to
adapt to the changes and
support them every step
of the way.”
The primary rea-

son for switching to
disposable dishes was
COVID-19,
according
to Downey. The need
to provide more to-go
meals compounded by
the early Centers for
Disease Control (CDC)
guidelines that suggested use of disposables
over reusables led to the
initial decision.
Staffing then later
became a contributing
factor as service ramped
up. Downey also spoke
on how the uncertainty
of the pandemic’s ebbs
and flows pushed Andrew Commons to maintain flexibility in service
styles.
Downey stated that
food service staff have
been in regular communication with both Lawrence University and student groups on campus.
Emma Zelles, President of the LU Environmental
Organization,
commented on the return of reusable dishes

and the upcoming return
to reusable silver and
cups.
“I’m so, so, so excited that they’re back,”
Zelles said.
Zelles looks forward
to the impact of these
changes on the school’s
production of waste.
According to Zelles,
the LU Environmental
Organization met up
with a fellow from Bon
Appetit during the period of disposable dish
use. Their conversations
focused on what needed
to be done and what the
student group could do.
The student organization presented several
arguments for the return
of reusable dishes, such
as the resulting environmental impact and
how reusable dishes ultimately cost less.
“They were really
receptive to that,” said
Zelles. “Bon App is such
a big company, we expected them to be hard

there’s one thing
that’s clear to me,
the people here have
unity,” chanted Aodhan Bowman, a member
of FRSO, along with almost everyone else there.
“Lies and threats will not
divide, the people standing side by side. I don’t
know what I’ve been
told, the people here are
mighty bold.”
The speakers vocalized a need for workers’
rights and intersectional
solidarity. Speakers also
contrasted May Day with
Labor Day as celebrated
in the United States of
America, which they
claimed was created to
dilute the labor movement by co-opting a less
revolutionary idea to celebrate workers.
“May Day is a day in
which you recognize that
working-class people uphold the world around
us, make sure the world
is running,” said Senior Terrance Freeman,
founder and Chair of

Appleton SDS. “We are
trying to uphold working-class solidarity internationally. […] Labor
Day is meant to detach
the working class struggles in the United States
from that of the rest of
the world.”
Dan Pratt, who
works at Oshkosh United Parcel Service (UPS)
as a package handler
and is a shop steward
for the Teamsters Union,
talked about the significance of May Day. He
discussed the history of
the Haymarket affair,
where eight anarchists
were hanged in Chicago
during a fight over labor
rights, as well as why he
thinks unions are necessary and how the existence of Labor Day takes
away from the goals of
the movement. He urged
workers to fight against
capitalism’s efforts to
make them work on low
wages and long hours.
Hollie Poupart from
(UAO), a multi-issue

Reusable dishes returned to the cafeteria at the end of April.
Photo by Rongyan Song.

to work with. But once
we were talking to the
right people, I think that
they really took to heart
what we were saying.”
Zelles is happy to see
the changes enacted but
says that there is more
that can still be done. She
hopes to see the return
of condiment pumps as

well as reusable dishes in
the café. The LU Environmental Organization
also aims to get recycling
and compost in the Commons in the near future.
Downey stated that
there are plans to switch
to reusable silverware
and cups by the end of
this term. He also said
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that there is an order
in place for reusable
to-go containers, but
that supply chain issues have resulted in a
delay of indeterminate
length. However, the reusable containers will be
switched in as soon as
they arrive.

Local progressive groups hold celebration for May Day
Marzuka Amal
Staff Writer

__________________________

THIS

WEEK

Multiple organizations including Appleton
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS),
Freedom Road Socialist
Organization
(FRSO),
United Action Oshkosh
(UAO), and Waking
Women Healing Institute (WWHI) gathered
at Houdini Plaza on Sunday, May 1st at 1 p.m. in
celebration and expression of May Day.
International Workers’ Day, also known as
May Day and International Labor Day, is a
celebration of labor and
the working class. May
Day was started by workers who were demanding
a living wage and 8-hour
shifts. Countries worldwide celebrate May Day
with their own recognized holidays.
The
celebration
started off with a chant.
“I don’t know but
I’ve been told, the people
here are mighty bold,
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Junior Gustavo Zuñiga, first-year Audari Tamayo, and senior Terrence Freeman show their support of unions.
Photo by Adam Fleischer.

progressive
organization, talked about the
intersection between police violence and labor
rights and the need for
better systems of protection for laborers. She
talked about the reaction
against police brutality
and how it is bringing the
working class together.
Renee
Gralewicz
spoke on behalf of
(WWHI), a group that
supports Native Ameri-

can victims of violence,
especially women and
queer people. She started off her speech with
a land acknowledgement, pointing out that
Houdini Plaza is on stolen Menomonee land.
She expressed hope that
people will realize the
intersectionality that exists between indigenous
women and the workers
movement. She pointed
out how women and

specifically indigenous
women are disproportionately affected by terrible working conditions
and hours.
Similarly, Adria Jean
Warren, a local trans
rights activist who also
works with Food Not
Bombs, an anti-war organization, talked about
the intersection between
transgender rights and
workers’ rights.
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Ken Anselment, VP for Enrollment, leaves Lawrence
Jacob Deck
Staff Writer

________________________

Ken Anselment, the
Vice President for Enrollment, spent his last
day in office on Monday,
May 2, 2022. Anselment
served as Vice President
for Enrollment since
2011 and was in the Admissions office since
2004. Anselment was
one of the longest-tenured Lawrence administrators at the time of
his departure at 18 years
and the second person
to oversee the Lawrence
admissions department
since 1983.
“I don’t know the
University without Ken,”
said Dean of Spiritual
and Religious Life Linda
Morgan-Clement.
His colleague Jennifer England reflected
similar sentiments.
“He’s one of the
most gifted public speak-

ers that I’ve ever had
the pleasure of being
around,” England said.
England, one of the
few administrators with
as long of a tenure at the
university as Anselment,
also reflected on what
Anselment brought to
the admissions department specifically.
“To have had him on
our team representing us
at student day programs
and other open houses
[was invaluable],” she
said.
England also added
that the search process to find Anselment’s
eventual replacement is
in its final stages.
Anselment’s
departure is one of many
recent departures of administrative staff in recent months, coinciding
roughly with the start
of University President
Laurie Carter’s tenure.
Anselment is the second

Vice President to leave
the University in recent
months, the first being
Mary Alma Noonan, Vice
President for Finance
and Administration.
The Student Life office especially has seen
several high-profile departures. Dean of Students Curt Lauderdale
left during Winter Term
as well, and two Associate Deans of Students,
the Associate Director of
Campus Services, several
Residence Hall Directors
and other housing staff,
the director of the Warch
Campus Center, the Bon
Appetit manager overseeing dining on campus
and the University’s Title
IX coordinator have all
stepped down. Dr. Eric
Mayes was also brought
in to replace Dr. Kimberly Barrett as Vice President of Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion and Dr.
Ashley Lewis was hired

as Associate Vice President for Enrollment.
“We are losing or
have lost a lot of folks
who really have deep
institutional memory,”
said Morgan-Clement.
Anselment
expressed confidence that
Lawrence’s institutional
culture would not be
harmed by his departure.
Anselment felt like there
are a lot of great people
at Lawrence that care
about the institution. He
feels confident that the
people who will be here
after he leaves will create
the same kind of institution that he was drawn
to when he was 34 years
old. He cited English
Professor Tim Spurgin
as an example.
During his tenure,
Anselment oversaw the
transition of his position
from a Dean of Admissions to a Vice President
for Admissions. Ansel-

ment says that one of
the accomplishments at
Lawrence of which he is
the proudest of is his role
in holistically expanding
the role of the admissions office on-campus.
According to Anselment,
the office is much more
focused on retaining existing students than it
was at the beginning of
his tenure.
To further this goal,
the Admissions office has
forged a strong relationship with the Center for
Academic Success in recent years, an office that
did not exist when Anselment was first brought in
as Dean of Admissions.
Anselment considers
the increasing diversity
of the Lawrence student
body among his greatest
successes. That diversity
will be critical in maintaining Lawrence as an
institution going forward
into the 21st Century,

said Anselment.
“I love the fact that
we’re going into what’s
going to be a more challenging
demographic
season with an incredibly diverse portfolio
of students,” he said.
“[Our diversity] helps us
weather some of the ups
and downs that we’re
going to see in different
parts of the population
and in the country going
forward.”
Anselment also
has a few words for his
successor, whoever they
end up being.
“Listen, learn as
much as you can about
this place and what
makes it special and
who its people are,” he
said. “And treat it with
the care and respect that
it deserves, and always
find a way to make it an
even better version
of itself.”

Flip to page 5 to read a goodbye message from Anselment.

President Carter to be sworn in after 17 Days of
Kindness
Nathan Wall
News Editor

_______________________

Lawrence University
will celebrate its 175th
anniversary on Saturday,
May 14. This will be preceded by the official inauguration of Lawrence’s
president, Laurie Carter,
on Friday, May 13.
For the 17 days leading up to Carter’s inauguration, Lawrence is
putting on a variety of
events each day to celebrate kindness. The
17 days are in honor of
Carter being Lawrence’s
17th president.
Carter discussed the
importance of kindness
and encouraged everyone at Lawrence to treat
each other well while
navigating COVID-19.
“Letting
people
know they’re valued and
valuable is what kindness means to me,” said
Carter.
17 Days of Kindness
began with a challenge
on Lawrence’s Instagram page to honor and
thank members of Lawrence’s staff. On Thursday, April 28, Lawrence
students took to Main
Hall Green to write messages of kindness in
chalk. Other events included an event to thank
the facilities team at 8

a.m. in the Warch Campus Center on Thursday,
May 4 and a yoga/tai chi
class on Main Hall Green
on Friday, May 6.
Events to follow will
include a campus scavenger hunt on Saturday,
May 7, which will begin
at Main Hall Green at 2
p.m. There will also be a
Mother’s Day celebration
on Sunday, May 8 and a
day to promote self-care
on Tuesday, May 10. On
Sunday, May 8 there will
also be S’mores Sunday,
where Lawrentians will
be invited to Carter’s residence at Hamar House
to make s’mores starting
at 7 p.m. The event was
originally planned for
May 1 but was postponed
due to weather.
On Wednesday, May
11, Lawrence will be encouraging students to
honor staff that work
night shifts, such as
custodians and campus
safety. The 17 Days will
culminate with a Spirit
Day on Friday, May 13.
On the 13th, all Lawrence students will get a
discount on Lawrencebranded clothes at the
corner store.
At the end of the
17th
day,
President
Carter will be sworn in
as President at 7 p.m. in
the Memorial Chapel.

This will be followed by a
celebration on Main Hall
Green. She plans to give
a speech about her plans
for the future, which she
says will have a lot to do
with helping Lawrence
recover from COVID-19.
Tickets to the ceremony require advance
registration on the Lawrence website. According to Matthew Baumler,
the Executive Director
of Alumni and Constituency Engagement, there
will be music and a procession of faculty. The
ceremony will also be
livestreamed for Lawrentians unable to attend
in person.
Although Carter’s official role will not change
in any capacity, Baumler
hopes that this will be an
opportunity to officially
welcome her to campus
and let her set her vision for Lawrence’s future. He added that they
would have liked to have
the ceremony during Fall
Term, but once it became
clear that COVID-19
would make that impossible, the anniversary
weekend seemed like a
good time to hold the inauguration.
The following day,
Lawrence will celebrate
its anniversary. The day
will start with a sym-

posium in Main Hall
starting at 9 a.m. Other
events include an exhibit
about Lawrence’s past
presidents in the Seeley
Mudd library from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
The main event will
be the Brighter Together
picnic starting at 11 a.m.
on Main Hall Green,
with free food and live
music. Other events will
include a series of talks
from faculty and alumni
from 12:30 p.m. to 2:20
p.m., and a performance
in the Memorial Chapel
from the Mark Guiliana
Jazz Quartet, starting at
8 p.m.

175th Anniversary mural on the third floor of Warch.
Photo by Jamie Dong.

Ed Berthiaume, Director of Public Information, is hopeful that
the events will bring the
Lawrence and larger
Appleton community together.
“This weekend will
be a wonderful opportunity to not only celebrate
community but also
build community,” said
Berthiaume.
Carter reflected on
her first year as president. Although she is
frustrated that the pandemic has continued, she
is hopeful for the future
of Lawrence. She stated
that her proudest accom-

plishment was bringing
campus back together for
the first year back in-person from COVID-19. She
acknowledged that there
are issues at Lawrence
and in colleges around
the country but hopes to
continue building community and working towards solutions.
“As we look toward
the future, I want us to
look towards it with a
sense of hope and a sense
of community,” said
Carter. “And that what
we’ve endured and what
we’ve learned will never
leave us but doesn’t define us.”
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Is sumo really cheating?

Sean McLaughlin
Sports Editor

______________________________

World famous bodybuilder
Chris Bumstead has come under fire
from the general fitness community
for his response to my titular question. “CBum”, as he is better known,
when asked his opinion on why people consider the sumo deadlift to be
cheating, responded “Because it is
cheating,” reigniting one of the most
consistent debates among fitness gurus of all types. In response, Jeff Nippard, a reputable YouTuber known
for using scientific sources to back up
his fitness and dietary claims, made
an intriguing video on this very topic
in which he analyzes the biomechanics of each movement before rendering the judgment that sumo is in fact
not cheating. In my article this week,
I’d like to look into the two founda-

tional arguments he makes and see
if they hold any water.
Before I begin, I want to acknowledge that I am not here to say
there is no place for sumo. It is a valid
lift in its own right. It just simply
does not belong in the same category
as the conventional deadlift, as I will
argue in this piece.
The first argument Nippard
presents is basic empirical evidence
surrounding the percentage of lifters that deadlift using a sumo stance
versus a conventional stance in top
level powerlifting. Across both genders, the trend reflected appears to be
that at lower weight classes, sumo is
the dominant choice, while at higher
weight classes, the opposite is true.
He then compares this data to using
an arch in the bench press, a technique widely accepted as a technique

to lift more weight, which is used by
100% of lifters from the same data
set. The conclusion he draws is that if
sumo made lifting more weight easier
like arching does, why don’t all lifters
choose the wider stance to be more
successful?
I believe the answer simply lies
in the repetition, and therefore the
comfort, associated with each movement. The bench press argument
Nippard puts forward actually falls
flat when looking into the research.
Amador García-Ramos and some
colleagues published a study in 2018
in which after testing 11 competitive
male powerlifters, there was no difference in either weight lifted (115.9
+/- 17.9 kg versus 115.7 +/- 18.4 kg)
or bar velocity when testing one rep
maxes on the bench press between
benching with a flat versus arched

spine. But given that arched benching
puts the shoulders in a safer position,
as well as allowing for greater bracing
and stability, the arched bench is often taught and accepted as the proper
way to bench press, as Nippard’s data
show. It doesn’t make the bench easier, unlike the sumo deadlift.
One possible argument worth
consideration here is that the reason
lighter lifters tend toward the sumo
stance is exactly because sumo is
easier. A quick look at recorded world
raw deadlift records shows that those
pulling the most weight proportional
to their own body weights are all pulling sumo, and are all in lighter weight
classes, where having the leverages
and mobility to assume a competent sumo stance are possible. More
muscle mass brings about a reduction in mobility, as per Nick Ng at the

LiveStrong Foundation. For an analogy, pulling conventional is like playing a video game with the cheat codes
turned off. Yes, you can still win the
game, but will your score be nearly
as high? And will you stand a chance
against someone with cheat codes
on? Of course not. In the meantime,
Dmitri Nasonov will continue to pull
nearly five times bodyweight at 181,
while conventional pullers will have
to be satisfied with 80% of that.
Nippard then argues that the
shortened range of motion (ROM)
for a sumo pull as compared to conventional is not significant enough
to prove sumo is cheating either. He
argues that reduced Rom is irrelevant
here, because the lift must still go
through the hardest parts of a deadlift: getting the bar off the floor, and
See page 6

World Cup 2022: The good, the bad, and the great

Kenneth Peñaherrera Quiroz
Staff Writer

_____________________________

Qatar has been a very popular
destination for soccer over the past
decade. Whether it is because of the
luxurious settings that parts of the
country have to offer or because soccer aficionados always look for new
grounds with talent in them, it has
been chosen as the host for this year’s
World Cup. While FIFA is not the best
or most transparent organization in
the world, the talent around the world
makes this event a must- watch.
There are several countries who
are powerhouses within the sport and

Antonio Gonzalez
Staff Writer

______________________________

Last weekend’s UFC Fight Night
on April 30th had top bantamweight
contenders Rob Font and Marlon
Vera headline for what many fans
of the sport expected to be a possible fight of the year contender,
and a fight of the year contender it
was. Marlon “Chito” Vera, who sat
at the #8 spot in the rankings before
the weekend, was set to face the #5
ranked Rob Font in a fight that would
dictate the momentum for future title
contention for both fighters.
Vera was coming off a two-fight
win streak over Davey Grant and former lightweight champion, Frankie
Edgar, after being on the end of two
questionable decision losses in the
three fights prior to his wins. Rob
Font, who has become a main event
fighter in his last two outings, has
faced off against former bantamweight and featherweight champions, Cody Garbrandt and José Aldo.
Font took the decision victory over

are always expected to partake in the
event. Nonetheless, this year there
are some exceptions, starting with
the Euro Cup winners, Italy. The European giant, who very recently won
the World Cup in 2006, missed out
this year on a heartbreaking group
stage final. While they conquered the
European championship, they were
not able to capitalize on their opportunity to classify. It is the second
time in a row that the Azzuri does
not qualify. Likewise, the finalist of
AFCON, Egypt, did not classify to the
cup. Mo Salah will be missing out on a
chance to show the world his skills this
year. Likewise, the lion himself, Zlatan

Ibrahimović Swedish soccer player,
will not be going to the World Cup this
year. Sweden missed on the classification, just as Norway, whose star is new
wonderkid, Erling Braut Haaland. As
for Africa, Ivory Coast, a very good
squad, will not be present. At the same
time, Nigeria, a very solid squad in the
last edition of the tournament, will
also not be seen in this edition.
While there are many stars that
will not attend, many other countries
who have not made previous editions
of the cup, will be present this year.
Starting in the CONMEBOL, one of
the biggest underdogs, and a very
young, talented team, comes Ecuador.

The squad, led by Gustavo Alfaro, has
in the starting lineup the talented runner-up of the sub-20 World Cup. This
squad will find itself facing the Netherlands, AFCON champions Senegal,
and the host, Qatar. The Netherlands,
a team known as a menace in every
edition, failed to qualify last time,
but will be in the tournament this
year. Finally, a very surprising team,
the USA, will be participating in this
edition of the World Cup. While they
were not able to be present last time,
the improvements in this squad are
very surprising to see. Not only that,
but like Ecuador, this is a very young,
talented team.

There will be many pleasant surprises in the tournament, and it promises to be an outstanding one. While
soccer is not a renowned sport in the
United States, the team and culture
recently built around it is something
that can only be described as promising. Nations like France, Brazil, England, and Belgium, will be bringing
their best game, including many new
faces, and a lot of excitement. I highly
encourage you to tune in this edition
of the world’s best soccer tournament.

Garbrandt, adding to his 3-fight win
streak, but was unable to best José
Aldo in a unanimous decision loss
for Font. With Vera on a hot streak
and Font coming off a loss to the #3
ranked fighter, the two would fight
for Font’s #5 ranking.
Fans of both fighters knew that
this would be an electric match-up
and the matchmakers knew exactly
what they were doing. Font’s boxingheavy style and durability make him
a nightmare match-up for opponents
who are unable to deal with a stiff,
lightning straight punches and boxing pressure. He has earned 5 out of
9 of his UFC victories via knockout.
Vera’s tricky style, which adheres to
his strength as a longer- ranged fighter, utilizes a barrage of unpredictable strikes, including long- distance
kicks, knees, and vicious elbows. His
underrated knockout power and submission game has seen him only go to
decision 3 times in his 13 UFC fights.
Vera has never been finished in a fight

ing power punchers in Song Yadong
and John Lineker, albeit he did lose
those fights via decision. Nonetheless, these two in the ring gave the
fans the fight of the night.
In the first round, Font showed
a relentless pace right at the bell as
he was quick to establish his go-to jab
and sought to push Vera back against
the cage. Vera, in Vera fashion, started off slow, but did well to defend
against the barrage of strikes thrown
his way. Vera’s offensive response to
Font was by way of calf-kick as he
landed several that started to swell
the leg of Font early on. Vera’s guard
would also prove strong as he looked
flustered initially with the bursts of
strikes, but never hurt in a significant
manner. Font would end the round
with double the significant strikes
landed as Vera along with double the
accuracy with his 52 strikes at 57%
accuracy to Vera’s 26 strikes at 28%
accuracy. But when the final whistle
blew, neither fighter was hurt, and

round would go to Font across all 3
scorecards.
The second round started and
again Font picked up where he left
off by establishing the first strikes
and Vera continued with keeping his
hands up. Known to be a notoriously
slow starter, Vera knew he had to pick
up the pace, and the second round
was the place to do it. Vera would fill
any empty space with long strikes,
whether through a heavy jab of his
own or through his front and roundhouse kicks. The round was looking
even as both fighters were taking
shots but delivering their own, only
entering 50/50 exchanges for the
most part. Font, again, landed nearly
double the shots and at double the accuracy of Vera, but the round would
be taken by Vera who backed Font
up to the cage and landed a powerful
left hook as Font tried to angle out to
his right. Font got shaky legs and was
swiftly on the canvas for the last 10
seconds of the round where Vera cap-

for Font, the bell rang, and Vera was
taken off his back. The round would
go 2/3 to Vera on the scorecards.
In a miraculous one-minute
recovery, Font would start the third
round just as he did the two rounds
prior. Perhaps to dissuade Vera from
pressuring him right away, Font made
sure he started the exchanges behind
his trusty jab right at the start. Font
decided to change things up and attempted a takedown from which Vera
quickly escaped. Font again was landing on Vera on his guard and flush on
his face and body. Nothing seemed
to phase Vera, who trudged on right
through the pressure and punches
that Font threw at him. Again, at the
end of the round, Vera would drop
Font. Vera connected with a sharp
high knee on the jaw of Font as he
ducked his head, turning Font’s legs
into jelly as he fell to the canvas.
Again, Font would be saved by the
bell as he would endure through
the last 15 seconds of the round and

via knockout or submission, which is
impressive as he has faced devastat-

Vera made the point to stare down
Font as he left to his corner. The

italized, landing punches and elbows
on his downed opponent. Fortunately

See page 11

Font vs. Vera: A fight to remember

Softball faces off against Beloit

Gannon Flynn
Staff Writer

_____________________________

The Vikings softball team was unable
to pull out a win last Wednesday, losing
both games of a double-header to the Beloit Buccaneers.
Game one saw the Vikings in a particularly brutal deficit, but it had a promising
start – until the fourth inning, Lawrence
actually led Beloit at a score of 2-1 behind

the efforts of Mikayla Jeneske, who hit a
home-run in the third, as well as Mattigan
Haller’s double, which gave Jeneske one of
her runs. The Buccaneers would steamroll
the Vikings from this point forward, however – six runs alone in the fourth inning
put them behind 2-7, but it was the disastrous fifth that ended the game for them.
Beloit was allowed to score seven unanswered runs, and at a deficit of 2-14, the
game ended with a heavy loss.
The second game was closer, yet

yielded the same result. Beloit scored first,
and the Vikings were able to match it –
one more run on the board for Mikayla
Jeneske. However, this would be the last
time the Vikings would score, and the Buccaneers capitalized on their offensive stall
with a productive fifth inning. They scored
three more runs, and the game would end
on a 1-4 loss to end the Vikings’ doubleheader outing. Vikings softball is now 4-34
on the year, with 2-14 in-conference.
Junior Mikayla Jeneske slides into second base.
Photo by Alana Melvin.
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The Cows Have Eyes
By Madeleine Corum

Lawrence University Creative Writing Club Spring Serial Story: Part 4

It was 2:53am during my usual
shift at the radio station when I
got my first big break. One Jane
Doe called in saying she had something big—she knew who killed that
guy who died in a bathroom stall.
In all my years running the biggest late-night paranormal activity
radio show in the Midwest, I was
suddenly on the biggest story in
Potterfield history.
“I know who did it alright. Go
to the Squeaky Clean laundromat—
you know, in the old strip mall?
Sea foam green doors? That one.
Tell them you’re there to see a guy
about some corn.”
“Thank you for the tip! All
right my fellow ancient astronaut
theorists, this is your host, Calliope
West signing off. I will be back
tomorrow for another night of The
Cows Have Eyes. Keep ‘em open!”
I went off-air and started frantically assembling my things before
dashing out to my little red Yaris.
As I peeled down the road toward
the stripmall, I thought about my
informant. Who was this Jane Doe?
How did she know this? And why
call now?
Soon enough, the flickering
neon of the Squeaky Clean laundromat shimmered out of the dark like
an island in the sea of corn. I pulled
into the deserted parking lot, and
popped a mushroom to calm my
nerves before grabbing my tape
recorder and heading through the
sea foam green doors.
Inside, a tall woman with a
jawline that could cut glass was

playing solitaire behind the counter. I had to catch my breath,
cheeks flushed, before I worked up
the nerve to talk to her.
“Hi, I’m—here to see a guy
about a—uh… cow? I mean some
corn, about some corn. Uh.. yeah.”
The woman leaned over the
counter, staring straight into my
eyes for a moment that would’ve
been uncomfortably long if she
wasn’t so stunning. Then she nodded. “Alright.”
I followed her to a washing
machine in the back corner, where
she stuck out a long acrylic-nailcovered finger to press the button
for Heavy Duty. The whole front
of the machine swung open on
invisible hinges. Inside, a narrow
staircase descended into darkness,
a faint purple glow and thumping bass music emanating from the
bottom.
“Have fun, cutie,” She said,
winking at me.
I blushed, tripping over my
chucks as I rushed down the stairs.
At the bottom of the steps I found
a small room filled with women
with Adam’s apples, androgynous
kings and queens in brightly colored wigs, and boys in daisy dukes
and pink cowboy boots. This wasn’t
a murderer’s hide out at all.
It was Potterfield’s best kept
secret—a gay bar.
“I’ve seen those wide eyes
before, first time huh?” A queen
in stilettos strutted up and threw
an arm around me, ushering me to
the bar. “MAJIK! This young lady

needs your finest Pothole, stat!”
“What’s a Pothole?” I asked,
climbing onto a stool and digging
furiously in my pocket for the
on-button of my tape recorder. A
shirtless bartender with two giant
sunflower pasties started pouring
one brightly colored liquid after
another into a cocktail shaker. I
made eye contact with her and she
winked.
“The best drink Potterfield’s
never seen!” The queen said, glancing between me and the bartender.
“How’d ya find this place?”
“A uh, friend,” I said absently, watching as sunflower woman
pushed a huge hurricane glass
across the counter. She kissed the
rim, leaving a bright yellow lip
print. I blushed, and sipped bashfully at the swirly straw.
“Damn girl, you’re as queer as
they come!” The queen teased, and
I spit my drink out , which made
her laugh. “Don’t worry about
hidin’ that here honey, we got all
kinds.”
I looked at her, really looked
at her. It was the first time someone had said that to me and I
hadn’t wanted to go hide in a hole.
Suddenly, as I was staring at her,
the queen became familiar. “Say,
you look a lot like—”
“Oh I know just the thing.
MAJIK! We’d like to visit Lucy in
the Sky, please.” Sunflower woman
came back, and I hid behind my
drink as she set a glitter covered
tray with two tiny squares of paper
on the bar.

By Madeleine Corum
Song of the Week: "Bones" by

Walking through the woods of
Björklunden, I got chills.
It was our last day, one I
thought would be spent mostly
cleaning and packing before heading home. We did do all of these
things, but then afterward we had
time for a walk.
It rained most of the weekend, and everything was soft and
bright and wet. We wandered off
in the direction of wild onions and
soft green moss, rain-softened pine
needles giving gently beneath our
feet. The moss gatherers kept stopping to touch some and pick it up
and quickly got separated. As the
rest of us padded on, off to our left,
waves crashed against a tall rock
face like nature’s cymbals. Their
rolling and surging reached us no
matter how far the path wound
away from the lake. I marveled at
how green everything was, even the
trunks of the trees, covered as they
were in slowly spreading lichen. If
you softened your eyes on some faroff point, it was like gazing through
a dewy emerald fog. I put my hand
to a tree trunk, and like the head
of a dog, it pressed steadily back
into me.
After a while, we reached
Jane’s Grotto. I’m not sure what a
grotto is, and after visiting this one
I still don’t think I could give you a
firm definition. Jane’s at least had

huge moss-covered boulders that
looked like they had been pried
from a 7-foot tall ledge of sorts
behind them, in a time when the
water of the lake came up that high.
Tall thin trees curved out from the
edge of the ledge, their roots tangled in the rock. Maybe they’re the
ones who pried them apart.
I put my hand on a boulder
twice the size of me that was coated
in a two-inch layer of thick, lively
bright green moss. It felt cool and
wet and alive, but when I pulled my
hand away it was still dry.
I grabbed onto a root that
curled out of the boulder and pulled
myself up onto it. I stood up there
and looked around for a while.
The onion gatherers kept
going then, and I turned back. I
found a straight stretch of the trail
and closed my eyes as I walked. I
listened to my sniffling wet nose
and soft exhales, and the snap
of twigs and light crunch of pine
needles, browned and softened by
age beneath my feet. I listened to
the waves and tried to tell which
sounds were water and which were
wind. Every once in a while, a gust
would pick up, and howl past my
ear, before fading back into the
white noise of the waves. I tripped
over a root in the path, and opened
my eyes. When I looked behind me,
the onion gatherers were long gone.
In front of me, the moss gatherers
were still far off. It was just me and

fused.
“That little weasel.” Jane spit
the cud out. “Gives the likes of us a
bad name.”
“Us? Wait, he’s gay? Wait, Mr.
Bellarose killed that guy?!” I shot
up to my feet.
“He sure did. Everyone says
Mr. Elliot was in town for Celia,
but they were wrong. Henry and
Mr. Bellarose have been seeing
each other in secret as long as I’ve
been a gay cow in Potterfield. When
Henry threatened to tell Celia, Mr.
Bellarose made sure he couldn’t.
Cassidy works for the old bastard,
been their messenger for years.
Check the tape, she told you all
about it.”
“Cassidy?” I asked, then
blushed as a beautiful thought
blossomed in my head—Sunflower
woman’s name in big, bubbly letters. “Oh, Jane!” I gasped, and
threw my arms around her furry
neck. “Thank you so much.” Tears
sprung into my eyes, and I pulled
away to look at her.
“Don’t mention it. We got your
back.”
I walked back to my car, fingering the tape recorder in my
pocket, and smiling as I thought
about Cassidy. I couldn’t wait to
start a life of fighting crime with
her. Just the two of us, taking down
the biggest man in Potterfield, and
hopefully holding hands while
doing it.

Hungry Creature 4 "Bill Cipher"

Goosepimples

Frog

“Oh,” I said, my eyes widening. “That Lucy. Um, yes please.
Just a half, is that okay?”
“That’s more than okay,”
Sunflower woman said, picking
up one of the tabs and biting off
half with her teeth. She beckoned
me forward, and grabbed my chin.
“Say ah,” She said, before placing
the other half on my tongue.
—
Who can say how many hours
later, Sunflower woman finally
pulled away from kissing me. “Bye,
Calliope.” She purred against my
cheek, before disappearing into the
stalks.
A loud moo made me jump
and spin around. A huge, purple
dairy cow was standing behind me,
smacking cud. “So, ya figure it out
yet?” She asked.
“No,” I sighed, and sat on the
ground. The cow sat next to me,
and let me play absently with her
fur, which was surprisingly soft.
“I don’t get it, why did Jane send
me here? I mean, I’m glad I met
Sunflower woman, but the killer
was nowhere to be seen.”
“Oh, you thought the killer
would be in Squeaky Clean?” She
laughed, nudging me with a big
round hoof. “No silly, I sent you
here so you could meet me in person.”
I swiveled to look at her.
“Jane?”
“The very same,” She winked,
and pushed a photograph of a very
familiar man into my hand.
”Mr. Bellarose?” I asked, con-

the trees.
When I found the moss gatherers again, we peeled off the trail to
a little rocky outcropping over the
water. The shore curved in, then
back out again, and on the other
side of the little inlet tree branches
curved over a little soft patch of
pine needles. I ducked and climbed
over branches to get to it, and sat
down to watch the water. I was
struck by the force of it. It was massive and strong. It surged forward
and over huge rocks, smashing into
the cliff face, before being dragged
out again and dropping two feet
lower in depth. When the waves
were pulled out, the leftover water
poured back down over the rock
in a little waterfall, before it was
picked up again by the next wave.
I was mesmerized by this rise and
fall, the same spot going from deep
to shallow, from calm to foaming.
Eventually, the onion gatherers caught up with us, and we all
started heading back. I wandered
on ahead, and let my head fall
back, watching the lines of sky that
outlined the canopies of each tree
shift and curve between them. My
friends laughed and talked around
and behind me, and I got chills
listening to them, feeling the trees
above me, and the waves around
me, and the pine needles beneath
me, all of them part of me.

By Mara Logan
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Horoscopes for Week 8
By Kelly Foy

By Kelly Foy

These are satire, please don’t follow these or you may be subject to penalty by law xoxo kelly
Puddle Puddle Puddle.
It is nearly the 5th of May.
There’s still
Puddle Puddle Puddles.
The coffee I got, tasted like
Puddle water.
Why is my iced cup of puddle water
$4.80?
At Least my croissant is. Flakey. And Buttery.
Some would call this.
Highway robbery.
Trying to race.
Contact trace.
Contact race.
Who can outrun Covid...
In the contact race.
Running. Running. Running.
To La Quinta.
An Airbnb.
The Comfort Inn.
I took a Covid-19 test the other week.
The line was
Murky, brown, wet,
Like the puddle that was well acquainted with,
Mr. Birkenstock
Mr. B loves long walks in early May.
He knows the puddles are gone by then.
However, now he
Muddles, muddles, muddles.
Drenched with every step.
Mr. B is put back on the shelf.
It’ll be 60 this weekend.
With a windchill of negative sixty.
Did you hear there’s a chance of snow?
Lawrence, can you change the weather?
Antojitos? Can you not give me food poisoning?
Birkenstock, can you wait a week?
Soon, the puddles, puddles, puddles.
Will be dry, dry, dry.
Til’ then, I’ll wait...
holding my puddle latte,
Disguised as a large iced chai.

Answers to last
week’s crossword:

1. sriracha
2. pinwheel
3. cream
4. moose
5. sniff

Aries: A trip to Highcliff
where you fight six raccoons will
do you no good. Try staying in this
weekend.
Taurus: You ever eaten a
chili cheese dog with a large coke?
This is not the week to try new
things no matter how yummy or
disgusting they sound.
Gemini: If you’re currently
struggling with homework, make
sure to let out a bloodcurdling
scream at the top of your lungs
every once in a while. It helps.
Cancer: Go to panera and
ask for a bagel with no hole in
the middle. They will cough three
times and then let you into the
secret bagel society.
Leo: Apply to be a grubhub
driver. You get paid to eat other

people’s food, I’m pretty sure.
Virgo: When the clock
strikes midnight, go to bed.
There’s no use in trying to run
sixteen miles after the witching
hour. It can wait until tomorrow.
Libra: Go to the courthouse
and ask to roleplay as a lawyer for
the day, and make sure to bring a
tobacco pipe and monocle. They
will be so endeared by your suave
disposition that they will have to
let you. Guilty as charged...
Scorpio: Socks and sandals
are not NOT the move this week,
but watch out as little gerbils will
nip at your toes. Some don't mind,
others become enraged at the little tooth feeling.
Sagittarius:
Take
an
archery lesson and then come

back to campus and shoot every
apple you see in that big basket
in the commons. Not only will
people clap but they will also cry
out of shock.
Capricorn: Listen to Cher
and buy a pair of cowboy boots.
Your birthday is too far away to
feel excited about that so you need
something else. This should do.
Aquarius: Buy a pontoon
and invite a friend on it, the whole
time pretend you don’t have your
sea legs. You can get away with
a little lie and make your friend
giggle. Smooth sailing...
Pisces: Punch the glass of a
vending machine with your bare
fist and the mutter, “none of these
do it for me” then walk away.

Packers Select Grogu "Baby" Yoda in 3rd Round of NFL
Draft
By Jeff Mason

The following is a work of satire.

6. bamboo
7. acapella
8. marble
9. whale

Pen and Ink
By Mikayla Henry
During my poetry class, Professor Range often set us up
on what she called “blind dates with a poet”, where she would
give us a poetry collection she thought we may enjoy. For the
first round, she set me up with Sappho, a poet whose work
we unfortunately only have fragments of. Sappho often wrote
about nature, the love of both women and men, and figures in
Greek mythology. We then had to create poems that mimicked
the style and word choice of our poet. The following two poems
are my attempt at mimicking Sappho’s fragments, and are
some of my favorite poems I’ve ever crafted.
In Bloom
I yearn for the lush season of thyme,
hyacinth, and hayseed,
yet the burial urns are the only things
flowering in this barren field.
Remnants of Youth
She was loose limbs and
rosy ears, brimful with braided white lies about broken
rules and forgotten chores – but reduced now
to settled ash in this barren field.

With their first three picks
of the 2022 NFL draft, the Green
Bay Packers acted according to
script, drafting two first-round
defenders out of Georgia in Quay
Walker and Devonte Wyatt before
snagging Christian Watson, a
desperately-needed wide receiver.
But Packers GM Brian Gutekunst
was only just getting started.
After addressing positions of
need early in the draft, the Packers
turned some heads in the third
round by selecting Grogu “Baby”
Yoda, the controversial safety
out of Keldabe Technical College.
Yoda was originally slated to go
in the late sixth or seventh round
of the draft, but shot up the draft
boards after his performance at
the NFL Scouting Combine, which
included an interception while
Yoda was on the opposite side of
the field.
Yoda is a prospect with one
of the highest ceilings in the NFL
draft. His upsides make him a
huge bust-or-boom pick for the
Packers. Yoda’s playmaking and
his ability to play to all sides of
the field make him an intimidating presence for any opposing
quarterback. He has also proven
to be very difficult to tackle in
his floating orb, which has many
wondering if Yoda could transition into running back. He is
also a two-sport athlete, playing for the Milwaukee Brewers
under the pseudonym of “Ryan
Braun.” During his tenure with

the Brewers, Yoda demonstrated
his influence on the game from
the bench, as Brewers pitchers’
velocity went up a full 37 mph
while Yoda was in attendance.
But a prospect with upsides
such as Yoda would not have fallen this far in the draft without
some controversy. Brewers fans
will remember Yoda’s disastrous
falling out with the team on May
4th when Yoda force-choked three
fans in attendance. There are also
questions about his abilities on
the field, most of which revolve
around his height—Yoda stands
at only 1’4, which is undersized for
every position except the football
itself.
Yoda is the first force-user
in the NFL, as well as the game’s
first Green player. This is a huge
step forward in the NFL’s representation, as noted by many
players and coaches around
the sports world. Most notably,
Houston Astros mascot Orbit and
the Phillie Phanatic each tweeted
out, “It ain’t easy being green.”
A set of rule changes could
also be in the works due to Yoda’s
unique playing style. During
games, Yoda has been known to
stay at the center of the field,
where he racked up an impressive
49 interceptions in his singular
season at Keldabe Tech. Referees
have had to dive deep into the
rulebook to see if it still counts as
an interception if Yoda never puts
his feet on the ground. Questions

have also been raised about possessing the football, as Yoda has
famously been afraid to physically
touch the pigskin.
Overall, Yoda brings a
unique skillset to the Packers that
they desperately need. If Yoda is
able to transition to the offense,
he may be just another weapon
for quarterback Aaron Rodgers’s
arsenal. On the defensive side, it
remains to be seen just how effective Yoda can be. His consistency
has been called into question, with
critics pointing to Yoda’s frequent
naps on the field. Proponents will
point to Yoda’s dominance during
the game when the crowd noise
wakes him up, which earned him
the nickname of “Baby” for his socalled “crankiness” on the field.
After he was drafted, Yoda
voiced his enthusiasm in coming to Lambeau Field. The conditions of the frozen tundra
reminded him of Hoth, according to sources. Yoda then fired
back at reporters who asked about
his tumultuous tenure with the
Brewers. After a wave of the hand
by Yoda, reporters who had previously been skeptical of his abilities became calm and repeated,
“Baby Yoda will bring balance to
the Packers.” When asked about
his career goals in the NFL, Yoda
stated that his one and only goal
was to “defeat Bill Belichek and
destroy the evil empire.”

This is a letter submitted to the Lawrentian by Ken Anslement

To the members of the
Lawrence community,
In 2004, I left Marquette
University—the place where I had
studied and worked for 12 years—
to join Lawrence University as
your director of admission.
I came to Appleton with no
expectation that I would be able to

love any other place as much as I
loved my alma mater …
… but Lawrence University
taught me that the heart has infinite capacity for love.
Over 18 years of serving this
community in various roles—
whether it was presiding as your
Vice President for Enrollment,

hosting Giving Day programs,
spoofing with April Fools videos, or, you know, reaching the
pinnacle of dignity by wearing
that ratty old Viking mascot outfit for Founders Day—Lawrence
University has burrowed deep into
my heart, where it will remain for
the rest of my life.

I’ll say—with a nod to the
Grinch and a wink in my eye—my
heart has grown 47 sizes since
2004.
While I never had the privilege to attend Lawrence as a student, you have all made me proud
to call myself a Lawrentian.
It has been the honor of a

lifetime to serve with you and to
represent you to the world.
For that I thank you, and
depart this stage with the wish
that you all
Be well and do well,
Ken Anselment
Vice President for Enrollment
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Historical Photo Feature:
May Day celebrations at Lawrence

Above, May Day dancers wind the May Pole by the Fox River. Below are the Delta Gamma Scottish dancers,
winners of the folk dance competition at the May Day celebration on Union Hill, circa 1955. Above right, the May Queen
sits on her throne. Below right, the May Queen is crowned in Hawthornden.
Photos and information provided by Lawrence University Archives.
Above: ARC2012-028; Below: ARC2012-031; Above right: ARC2016-122; Below right: ARC2007-086

Is Sumo really cheating?
continued from page 3

pulling past the knees. He compares this to the back squat,
arguing that a half squat is easier than a back squat because it
ignores the hardest portion of the lift, the bottom half of the
squat, whereas a sumo deadlift still goes through the hardest
parts of the deadlift, so the two are not equivalent. He follows
this by looking at actual ranges of motion of each involved
joint, finding that the sumo deadlift requires more knee ROM,
and that hip ROM is unchanged between the two. The implication is that therefore, the sumo deadlift isn’t cheating, as the
muscle strain is simply transferred from back dominant in
conventional to quad dominant in sumo.
However, Nippard conveniently leaves a few things out
of his argument. First, he completely ignores the ROM of the
back. Conventional deadlift starts out with the knees higher, as
he does acknowledge, but this means the spine starts closer to

parallel to the ground, meaning the arc the back goes through
on the way to lockout is far greater. Looking at sumo pullers and world record holders Krzysztof Wierzbicki and Danny Grigsby, both start with their spines nearly vertical. This
means that essentially all pull required from the back is eliminated. Conventional pullers must pull with the hamstrings,
glutes, and spinal erectors while simultaneously pushing into
the floor with the quadriceps to get the bar to lockout; sumo
pullers essentially trade pulling for less ROM. Furthermore,
allowing the chest to remain so upright decreases the need to
brace properly. Bracing the core serves to stop the back from
rounding to remain in a safe and maximally strong position.

not worth much consideration, if any, given how minimal it is.
As evidence, he presents the fact that he (a shorter individual)
and another man he tested (a taller individual) experienced
a reduction in ROM of 15% and 7%, respectively, which he
argues is both very small and essentially negligible when one
takes into account the ranges of motion of individual joints,
which I have already addressed. I find this take to be, honestly,
quite comical. Gravity is not a relative force. It does not suddenly pull harder to even the playing field when someone pulls
sumo, so that it is just as hard as for someone pulling conventional. Fifteen percent less distance traveled means less time
under the tension of gravity, means valuable pounds added to

This effect is minimized when the torso is more upright, as
the force pulling the spine to round over (the bar pulling the
shoulders forward, thus rounding the back) is minimized. In
this way, sumo is objectively easier, contrary to what Nippard
argues, as it requires less strength to pull more weight.
In the final piece of his argument regarding ROM, Nippard puts forward the idea that limiting the bar path ROM is

the deadlift max and therefore three lift total as well, which
could be the difference between winning and losing a meet,
or missing out on a world record. Nippard even slips in that
he himself pulls around 15% more weight when he pulls sumo
(at the same point in time), proving my own point. He didn’t
magically get stronger between lifts; one is quite obviously
easier than the other.
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Wisconsin drag queens kick off
Pride Prom weekend with hit performance

Nathan Wall

On the night of Friday, April 29, Lawrence
University’s COLORES hosted a drag show. The

were also in attendance. Carter stated that she
enjoys getting involved in student activities and
personally has been to many drag shows in her
life.
Melee, Von Trollenburg, and Boyd were
interviewed about who they are and why drag is

Von Trollenburg is a Black, transgender drag queen who was born and raised in
Madison. She talked about living with undiagnosed anxiety for years, and explained how
being able to create a reality for and image of
herself that she could control brought comfort

show was hosted by Gluttoni Sinn and Easton
Boyd, and the other performers were Amethyst
Von Trollenburg, Anya Knees Thunderkat and
Melee the Queen.
The drag show was well-attended, by
queer and cis-het students alike, including
students from COLORES, Posse students and
international students. President Laurie Carter
and Vice President for Student Life Chris Card

important to them.
Boyd is from Milwaukee and currently
works as a show director at the Re Mixx Bar in
Neenah, as well as the LaCage Niteclub, which
is a queer-inclusive dance club in Milwaukee.
Boyd added that drag is important to him
because it provides an outlet to express himself.
He also feels that his art spreads joy to other
people.

to her life. She stated that drag helped
her find her voice and reclaim her life,
and that she feels no other art form allows for
the kind of freedom drag does. She sees drag as
empowering not only to her but to others.
“If I can be a six-foot Black trans Femme
Fatale and sing Liza Minnelli songs to a packed
house then there’s no reason you shouldn’t be
who you want to too,” said Von Trollenburg.

News Editor
________________________________

Finally, Melee is an Asian-American drag
artist based in the Milwaukee area. They have
hosted a variety of drag shows in the area and
have been featured by Cosmo Queens as well
as working as a runway model for Midwestern
designer companies. Melee is an introvert but

Drag queen Amethyst Von Trollenburg.
Photos provided by Trollenburg.

feels that drag gives them an opportunity to
express their talents.
“In drag I can set the tone and be the boss
of how I’m perceived,” said Melee.

Historical Photo Feature, cont.

Students wind the May Pole and perform a Greek dance, circa 1911-1915.
Photos and information provided by Lawrence University Archives.
Above: ARC2016-113; Top right: ARC2016-119; Bottom right: ARC2016-112
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“A program that is not different for different’s sake, but is effective”:
Sam Green’s senior composition recital

Helen Panshin
Staff Writer

_____________________________

Senior Sam Green’s composition
recital in the Memorial Chapel on
Sunday, May 1, began without any performers on stage. Green composed the
first piece on the program, “Tornado
Sirens in the Dark,” for fixed media,
meaning that it incorporated a variety
of sound effects and was specifically
intended to be heard from a recording
rather than performed live.
As the lights dimmed, the piece
opened with a "shh" sound, like the
strong winds of the titular tornado,
which continued throughout the piece
in several iterations. They reverberated in the expansive space of the
chapel, so that the audience became
enveloped by the atmosphere. Sirens
pierced the sound of the wind, their
quality resembling train whistles that
grew closer and more distant from us
and which ranged in harmonization
from sparse to full and dissonant.
Next came two dance movements
from Green’s Suite for Solo Cello,
op. 55, a courante and a sarabande,
performed by sophomore Sophia
Eckdale-Dudley. The courante was
mostly of a determined and self-confident nature, though there were also
sections that seemed exasperated and
even forlorn. Because of its unpredictability, this piece kept the audience in
suspense at every moment.
Before the recital, I got a chance
to speak with Green about his compositional style and his process of working with other musicians to perform
his works. He told me that he likes
to give performers a fair amount of
control over the music and that he
values spontaneity, wanting to ensure
that performers get to experiment in
how they play the music. I thought
the courante was especially effective
at capturing this sense of freedom that
Green mentioned.
The sarabande began with sim-

ple ascending and descending lines
and had a gentler character overall.
Abrupt shifts between the higher and
lower registers of the cello emphasized the distance between different
parts of the melody and created a
sense of separation that gave a haunting effect.
After the cello suite, senior flutist
Isabella Cisneros performed a selection from Green’s Music for Where
I Come From, op. 64, titled “The
Connecticut at Essex.” Essex is a town
in Connecticut alongside which the
Connecticut River flows, and it was
the site of a devastating raid by British
forces during the war of 1812. The
patriotic air of the piece alludes to
this history.
The flute began with a percussive
rhythm, mimicking a drum. When the
more conventional flute line entered
and began to alternate with the percussive sections, the effect was of fife
and drum music played as soldiers
marched into battle. Green incorporated quotes from “Yankee Doodle”
into the piece that further cemented
its message.
Following this, Green made
his first appearance on stage, taking his place at the piano to perform
From the Kaddish, Cantata, op. 76
with junior soprano vocalist Casey
Kollman. The Kaddish is a Jewish
prayer that praises God and is recited
in memory of the dead. In the passage
of text that Green set, the speaker asks
God to give humans peace.
The vocal line was unmistakably
sincere. Through much of the piece, it
lamented over a flowing piano part or
repeating chords in the middle of the
instrument’s range.
This composition featured two of
my favorite artistic decisions, which
I think made it an especially powerful and effective display of emotion.
The first was that in some places,
the usual beauty of Kollman’s voice

became raw, betraying its underlying
grief. The other was that, leading up to
Kollman crying out “Amen,” the piano
part got increasingly thunderous, giving force to the words and emphasizing their desperation.
Before the final piece, Sonata
MMXX no. 6, Green thanked his family, friends and teachers for their support, and went on to give some context
about the sonata. In particular, he
mentioned his consideration of other
sixth symphonies, quartets and piano
sonatas by composers such as Mahler,
Tchaikovsky and Shostakovich that
“all share a dark and tragic mood.”
Senior Mikayla Frank-Martin
joined Green on stage to serve as the
sonata’s narrator, opening the piece
with the unaccompanied spoken line,
“I cannot predict in what ways the
coronavirus will affect me, my family or the wider community.” The text
of the sonata was written by Green’s
grandmother, Judith Zorfass, in the
early days of the pandemic.
The first of the sonata’s three
movements, marked Allegro appassionata e agitato, was an emotional
rollercoaster. At one point it featured
several march-like motifs; some
resembled a battle march, while others were more funereal. Later, lefthand chords crashed in the lower
range of the piano as the right hand
rang out in alarm. This movement
ended with a glissando from top to
bottom of the piano’s range, ending in
a pounded-out chord.
The second movement began
with, “I cannot predict how effective
the measures enacted by all levels
of government will be in containing
the virus,” and the piano quoted the
opening theme of Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony, proceeding to a variation
on this theme that also incorporated
the melody of “Ode to Joy,” exploring
the coexistence of sharply conflicting
emotions.

The movement transitioned into
a discordant rendition of "The Blue
Danube” which was stamped out by
more dissonant chords before returning to the previous combination of
Beethoven’s fifth and “Ode to Joy,”
this time played by only the index
finger of each hand.
The final movement is where
most of the text appeared. The spoken text became intertwined with the
piano, expressing additional uncertainties that were all too relatable.
Frank-Martin spoke the words
“I can only hope for the best” twice,
the first time met by thrashing protest
in the piano, and the second time
received more calmly, before both
the text and the piano became hopeful, with references to springtime
and togetherness. Perhaps tempering this optimism with realism, the
piece resumed its former dissonance,
concluding on a single note from the
piano.
In describing his compositional style and intentions, Green told
me that he aligns himself with the
Classical traditions of musical craftmanship and music for entertainment. Mentioning Mozart and Haydn,
among others, he told me that “the

past has always had a huge impact”
on him. While basing his style on
those of his predecessors, Green also
takes new approaches to composition and performance, citing Leonard
Bernstein as a source of inspiration in
his quest to create “a program that is
not different for different’s sake, but
is effective.”
Green explained that in his
abstract music, use of old forms serves
a grounding purpose, while the incorporation of unexpected or unconventional techniques, such as playing
inside the piano, touching the strings
rather than the keys in Sonata MMXX
or having the flute imitate drums in
“The Connecticut at Essex” serves an
expressive purpose, rather than being
included just for the sake of including
such a technique.
If you missed this performance,
you will be glad to know that you have
one final opportunity to hear Green’s
music before his graduation. His
arrangement of the finale of Mozart’s
“Jupiter” Symphony, K. 551 for piano
four hands will be performed during this term’s keyboard department
recital on May 31 at 9 p.m. in the
Memorial Chapel.

Senior Samuel Green plays with junior Casey Kollman, soprano, on his own piece from
the Kaddish, Cantata, op.76.
Photo by Rongyan Song.

“The Northman” Review: Lacking in subtlety,
but epic, explosive and endlessly fun
Levi Homman
Staff Writer

_____________________________

“The Northman,” 2022, directed
by Robert Eggers — 4/5 stars
It’s a stroke of incredible luck
that “The Northman” was even made.
High-budget, R-rated period pieces are becoming increasingly rare;
Ridley Scott’s “The Last Duel,” which
performed well with critics and was
one of the only movies of its kind in
recent memory, couldn’t even make
a third of its budget at the box office.
Giving Robert Eggers $90 million to
make a dense, relentlessly gory Viking
epic was, to say the least, a risk, and
one that hasn’t yet paid off; the film
has only made $20 million in the first
two weekends. For select moviegoers,
though, “The Northman” is a cathar-

tic scream of relief. Seeing skilled
artists and actors working with such
a large sandbox is an infrequent occasion, and Eggers’ striking flourishes
and commitment to the genre fill a
long-empty hole that “Gladiator” left
in the industry for over two decades.
While “The Northman” is far from
perfect, leaving some of its larger
ideas at the door in place of unabated
brutality, it’s an incredible exercise in
combining raw history, mythic storytelling and polished filmmaking.
Eggers has an incredible skill for
bringing the past to life. He clearly
has an affinity for folklore and oral
history, with 2015’s “The Witch” constructing a distinct filmic setting that
not only understood its origin, but
had an earnest belief in the mythos
that it drew from. “The Northman”

is no different, combining what is
clearly a tedious amount of research
on real-life Nordic traditions with
a beautifully visceral realization of
the supernatural environment. This
understanding of fables and legends
makes for an astoundingly immersive experience, especially when
Eggers draws photographically from
forefathers like Akira Kurosawa and
Terrence Malick. Massive, sweeping skylines dominate the frame,
symmetrical structures stand out in
high-contrast scenes, and deep earth
tones glow under perfectly simulated
daylight. This striking imagery feels
even more profound when set to the
primal, guttural score that feels just
as grimy and angry as protagonist
Amleth (Alexander Skarsgård), a
fallen prince on a quest to avenge

his father, King Aurvandil (Ethan
Hawke).
As Amleth approaches his goal,
slaying his traitorous uncle Fjölnir
(Claes Bang) and saving his mother
Gudrún (Nicole Kidman), Eggers’
script broaches some fascinating
larger-scale ideas, but those quickly become muddled. The film integrates the mythic doctrines of ancient
Iceland in a way that feels wholly
natural, and doing so brings up some
thought-provoking questions about
the power of collective belief and
the cost of vengeance. By the time
Amleth viciously disembowels his
fourth enemy, though, viewers looking for a more nuanced approach to
more abstract themes will realize that
the story isn’t setting out to expound
philosophically in any capacity. It’s a

perfectly acceptable and undeniably
fun approach; the film is compact,
self-contained and forthright, but it’s
difficult not to feel that it leaves some
loose ends that could easily by tied up
by a certain recognition of the film’s
more contemporary influences and
affectations.
A technical triumph on all
fronts, from the production design
and costuming to the stellar, starstudded cast, “The Northman” is
worthwhile for a theatrical outing.
It doesn’t always confront its own
themes in the way it should, but audiences would be remiss to let it pass
by. “The Northman” is in theaters
now.
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A musical cooking show: Matt Jahnke’s bass recital
David Pickar
Staff Writer

_____________________________

How does one describe a bass
recital? Since I’m not a bassist, it
would be unbecoming to show my
lack of understanding. Thus, I endeavor to compare Matt Jahnke’s Bass
Recital to a cooking show. Like a
good host, he waited until all members of his beautiful family (who traveled from North Dakota and beyond)
were ready and settled in the chairs
of the recital hall before serving the
first course, one called “Sonata 1963.”
The recipe for this piece was written
by one Frank Proto for his senior
recital at the Manhattan School of
Music in the early 1960s. Four items
were served with this first course:

“Slow and Peaceful,” “Swing,” “Molto
adagio” and “Allegro energico.” As
is stereotypical, chefs and musicians
alike love their Italian words, and this
recital certainly embodied them to
them to the audience with gusto!
“Slow and Peaceful” proved tranquil and calming, despite the occasional outlandish harmony of a postmodernist composer. “Swing” felt as
brisk as a fresh cup of black coffee,
the curling steam rising in wafts of
potency as the piano soloed over a
bass drone, and then as the wind of
the room redirected the steam, so the
bass played a melody over the piano
accompaniment. “Molto adagio” featured a particular quartal-based chord
that shifted frequently but retained
its original essence, much like the

Senior Matt Jahnke plays Sonata 1963 by Frank Proto.
Photo by Rongyan Song.

grilling of a steak that gets marinated,
seared, seasoned and finally served in
its refined form to its audience. In this
performance, one saw the movements
of a well-practiced chef, with smooth
transitions between shelves of ingredients and cooking surfaces, in the
same way that Jahnke shifted fluidly
between the upper and lower regions
of the neck of the base, with gestures
that showcased his confident expressivity. As he moved through from the
calmer to more dramatic portions of
the piece, he stirred the pot of musical tension, bringing it to a rolling
boil! For “Allegro energico,” Jahnke
brought forth music from the depths
of chaos, to beauty, and went there
and back again, supremely in-sync
with his accompanist Nick Towns,
receiving rousing applause from family, friends and fans alike.
The next course, “Soliloquy and
Reel,” featured a more recent dish
with the recipe received from a fresh
commission of contemporary composer Tom Mueller. Jahnke received
Chandler Senior Experience funds to
subsidize the commission of a bluegrass-inspired piece that “encouraged
me to explore my roots” and those
of his grandfather, an avid bluegrass
fan. Jahnke was joined by sous chefs
Evan Snoey on fiddle; Tashi Litch,
mandolin; Carson Bell, guitar; and Ian
Harvey, double bass. The Soliloquy
featured a lush, beautiful space shared
by all and featured Jahnke with a

contemplative melody played with
the bow. “Reel” began with a riff on
Jahnke’s bass, was joined by a riffing
mandolin, and later accompanied by
the fiddle. The simmering of these
instruments as the grill hissed was
inflamed at the addition of guitar and
plucked bass, a pleasing aroma of
sizzling steam. As the food seared on
the grill, dancing flames of melody
were traded between members of the
ensemble and ended abruptly with a
celebration of a hearty meal ready to
be devoured.
The following dish was arguably the main course, “Adagio in E
minor.” It’s publicly attributed to
Johann Christian Bach. Upon further
research, Jahnke uncovered a secret
music society of esteemed emulators who passed off their music as
bona-fide Bach, with this imitation
being composed by a Frenchman,
Henri Casadesus. This dish, in all
of its romantic glory, was beautiful,
expressive, touching the soul, satisfying like a heavy chicken dumpling
soup after having traveled for hours to
reach family dinner at Christmastime.
Jahnke’s use of vibrato in this work
was expressive, yet never excessive,
and the result was quite impressive.
After a brief intermission,
Jahnke came to the microphone
and said his broad thank-you’s, to
his family, his teachers, his friends
and to his Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ. This set the stage in a note of

gratitude as he served the last course
on the menu: “Sonata in A Minor
‘Arpeggione,’” composed by Franz
Schubert in the early 1800s. In this
last presentation, the first movement,
“Allegro moderato,” showed his assertive, poised artistry. “Adagio” sang
like a lullaby, calming, dreamlike, like
a good bowl of chicken-noodle soup,
and “Allegretto” was more dance-like,
more vibrant, like a piping-hot cup of
strong tea. At the end of this dignified performance, the audience was
already standing in ovation before he
made it off stage.
Whether you be an aficionado of
fine dining or of a masterful performance, this recital is an experience
you would enjoy. If you didn’t catch
it live, catch it later at the following
QR code.

To view Matt Jahnke's
Recital, scan the QR
code:

The Book Club
Mikayla Henry
Columnist

_____________________________

Midterm Reading Period is finally upon us, providing us with the rest
and relaxation we’ve been dreaming
of for the past few weeks. Many students decide to travel, spend time
with loved ones or finally catch up on
their hobbies – like reading! It’s an
extended weekend that students have
high hopes for, and in the spirit of this
optimistic mentality, I have decided I
will discuss some of the books from
2022 that I have high hopes for in this
edition.
The first book I have high expectations for is “Elektra” by Jennifer Saint.
I read Saint’s debut novel, “Ariadne,”
early on in Fall Term, and was pleasantly surprised by the authentic and
vivid voice she gives to Ariadne, the
princess of Crete and sister of the
infamous Minotaur. In her new book,
which was released on Tuesday, she
focuses on the women whose lives
are interwoven with the curse on the
House of Atreus. The story follows
three women on various sides of the
Trojan War; there is Clytemnestra,
the sister of the gorgeous Helen of
Troy, and Clytemnestra’s daughter,
Elektra, as well as Cassandra, the
cursed prophet who sees the future
but can convince no one to believe
her. Saint is once again attempting to
give voice to characters in mythology
who don’t frequently get much depth

in the myths, though I worry that

last one I’m going to mention – is

tackling three characters in one novel
may be a bit of a stretch. Nonetheless,
as many of you know I am an absolute
sucker for a good Greek mythological
retelling, and since I loved “Ariadne”
so much, I subsequently have high
hopes for “Elektra” as well.
On a similar note, another one
of 2022’s mythology-based novels is
“Pandora” by Susan Stokes-Chapman,
though it sounds a lot different from
the other retellings I’ve been reading
lately. A Greek vase is delivered to
the home of Dora, an aspiring jewelry maker, and her uncle. Upon its
arrival, Dora’s uncle starts acting
suspicious, forcing Dora to seek the
help of Edward, a scholar who studies
antiques. Together they discover the
secrets of the jar, as well as Dora’s
own family, leading them to wonder
if some jars are better left closed in
the end. Given the context clues, I’m
guessing the jar is related to the infamous Pandora’s Jar, which held the
curses of the world, such as sickness
and death, until Pandora’s curiosity
led her to release them. I’m wondering if the jar is simply a metaphor in
this case, or if Stokes-Chapman will
truly incorporate aspects of the myth
into her novel. In either case, the
premise sounds intriguing, and I sincerely hope that it turns out to be just
as interesting as it implies.
The final book of 2022 that I’m
looking forward to – or rather the

Stephen King’s “Fairy Tale,” which
is set to come out this September.
King appears to be creating another fantastical horror novel, similar
to his “Dark Tower” series and his
book “The Talisman.” The book follows Charlie, who lives alone with his
father after his mother’s death in a
hit-and-run. Soon, Charlie starts helping his neighbor, Mr. Bowditch, with
various chores, such as caring for his
dog, Radar. Eventually Mr. Bowditch
dies as well, leaving behind a cassette
for Charlie that spins a terrible tale
that’s hard to believe. In the recording, he informs Charlie that there is a
portal in his shed that leads to another
world, and that it is now Charlie’s
job to protect it. While King may be
known primarily for being the King
of Horror, he certainly knows how
to create a beautiful fantasy realm as
well, so I’m super excited to see where
he’ll take us this time. However, I
can’t say I’m excited about the fact
that it’s 600 pages.
While I certainly have high hopes
for these books, I have even higher hopes for this Midterm Reading
Period and the books I will hypothetically finish over the long weekend. I
sincerely wish you all a relaxing and
restful weekend full of some bountiful
reading time.

"Elektra" by Jennifer Saint.
Photo from Macmillan website.

"Pandora" by Susan Stokes-Chapman.
Photo from Amazon.

"Fairy Tale" by Stephen King.
Photo from Google Books.
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Lillian Thompson

Guest Writer
_________________________
Disclaimer: This story includes
discussion of sensitive topics like sexual assault.
Wednesday, April 27. As survivors were out walking and talking
about their trauma to find any sense of
hope or healing, our student government LUCC decided that the Appleton
Pro-Life Students would be a school
recognized club. Instead of waiting
until a different month, week, or even
day to make their decision, they chose
Denim Day - a day that is supposed
to recognize survivors. Why this day?
Why not wait? LUCC couldn’t give
survivors even a day to feel supported
and recognized. This event shows how
much LUCC truly doesn’t care about
students and survivors.
I’m honestly not surprised by
these decisions anymore. They all fly
by one and the same. There goes my
hope, there goes my safety, there goes

Nathan Wall

my power, there goes my personal
autonomy. In October, I was sexually
assaulted on campus. Since then, I
have felt nothing but support - from
my friends. From the university, I
have felt outcast, drained, hopeless
and alone. My reporting options were
shoved in my face while I was confused and looking for a way out. I
chose to process before reporting, and
all my options faded away. If I wasn’t
going to push for something to happen, admin was going to let me fall.
Countless times I have been told how
powerful and strong I am for speaking about my assault. But I ask you to
look around because I know there are
many people who aren’t as “strong”
as me who are fearful to speak up,
especially after decisions like this one
from LUCC that further take our right
to personal autonomy. My strength
and power should not be what allows
me to talk openly about my assault
– every survivor should have the
resources and space to do so. No one

should be scared to report, no one
should feel too weak to report, and
decisions like the ones from LUCC
make it even harder for survivors to
find their voices. Just as my autonomy
was stolen during my assault, again it
is up for grabs because of clubs like
APLS.
To the men on LUCC who voted
to approve, I implore you to call your
mother, sister, grandma, girlfriend,
etc. and tell her how you voted. Does
that thought scare you? The resilient,
powerful women in your life knowing
that you made a decision that violates
their right to personal autonomy. I’m
disappointed that anyone would vote
to approve this club – but even more
that men would vote to approve this
club when they know it directly effects
women and not them.
Denim Day should have been
about survivors. It should have been
focused on healing. It should have
been our day. And it was, until this
decision. Yet again our personal

autonomy is under attack, on the day
meant for our healing. But survivors
have never been able to be weak: we
were forced to rise from the ashes.
Forced to build a home in the rubble.
Forced to be “strong people” in order
to fit in to society after our trauma.
As survivors, we also know how many
silent survivors this decision also
affects, and whether they have shared
their story or not, we carry them with
us. I will not allow this decision to
define my time at Lawrence. I will not
let a bunch of men sit in a room and
vote on my right to safety and bodily
autonomy, especially on Denim Day.
Appleton Pro-Life Students is a
disgrace to our university and its survivors. I am appalled that so many
students and class representatives
would vote in favor of a club that
directly opposes women’s rights. Even
more so, I am fearful of our current LUCC president’s power because
he made the tie breaking vote, even
though this decision affects women’s

autonomy, not his. This club did not
need to be recognized to hold events
and preach their opinions. All this recognition does is give them university
funding that comes from the tuition of
many survivors.
As a survivor I’m frightened
to formally announce my presence
through this piece. I have been able
to use my silence as a shield; no one
had to see how much I was hurting
if I didn’t talk about it. But after this
decision, I am ready for the stares of
pity and the meaningless “I’m sorry”s
because it means each person who
voted in favor of APLS will have to
see my face and see who they failed.
They will not get to hide from this
decision, and I am not just a statistic
or nameless story. Normally survivors
are taught to hide in the shadows, but
I refuse to be silenced and I refuse to
go unheard. You will see me, and you
will hear my voice. It is up to you to
face me or turn your head due to your
own embarrassment.

Happy May Day, from workers around the world

Nathan Wall
_________________________
May 1, like every year, was
International Workers’ Day.
May Day was born in 1886
in Chicago. Agricultural workers
had gone on strike to fight for an
eight-hour workday and better benefits. The Chicago Police Department
functioned as a security force for the
McCormick Harvesting Company,
violently attacking demonstrators. On
May 3, a bomb went off in Chicago’s
Haymarket Square, and eight anarchists were accused, tried, and hanged
without any actual evidence that they
had set off the bomb. This event,
known as the Haymarket Affair, continues to inspire workers to fight, and
gave birth to International Workers’
Day.
In 2022, union activity has been
breaking 2021 records, partially due
to a pandemic that has continued to
expose glaring inequalities in our society. According to the National Labor
Relations Board, union petitions are
up 57% from the same time last year.
Many of these efforts are taking place
at the biggest companies on Earth.
159 Starbucks locations have filed
union petitions. 44 have been successful, while four have not and the rest
remain to be seen. Out of those 159
petitions, 13 were filed from August
through December 2021, and 146 have
been this year. That’s an increase of
over 1100%. The first petition was in
Buffalo, N.Y., and has spread to places like Denver, Tallahassee, Chicago,
New York City, Seattle and even a
store in Appleton. As these petitions

Ella Hardy

Happy Denim Day, from LUCC

Staff Writer
_________________________
Picture this: You’re out walking, trying to get from the Main Hall
to the library. As you walk along the
sidewalk, you notice the path doesn't
go directly where you want to go, and
you end up spending a couple extra
seconds going the wrong direction
to switch sidewalks before going the
right way again.
Sound familiar? While it seems
like a minor inconvenience, it makes

continue to pop up, organizers and
corporate have brought in important
figures to represent each side, with
Howard Schultz traveling to Starbucks
locations to convince workers not to
unionize, a violation of the National
Labor Relations Act, and U.S. Senator
Bernie Sanders (I-VT) coming to sup-

ward, the Teamsters Union is trying to unionize the Amazon facility
in Nisku, Alberta, in the Edmonton
area. The election in Bessemer, Ala.,
that the National Labor Relations
Board ordered a do-over for, is still
uncalled. Furthermore, an Apple store
at the Cumberland Mall in Atlanta has

say in campus policies. In mid-April,
Kenyon’s CAs went on strike. Student
food workers at Grinnell College in
Iowa formed a union in 2016, and the
college administration has been hostile towards attempts to expand the
union to cover all student workers. In
March, student workers at Dartmouth

A sign held up at the May Day Rally in Appleton.
Photo by Adam Fleischer.

port the workers.
Starbucks isn’t the only multinational corporation that has been
dealing with union organizing. At the
Staten Island Amazon Plant, union
organizer Christian Smalls successfully won a union election, joining
the Retail, Wholesale and Department
Store Union (RWDSU). Going for-

become the first Apple store to file a
union petition.
College students and faculty
are also demanding their rights. At
Kenyon College in Ohio and Wesleyan
University in Connecticut, students
working as Community Advisors and
Residential Advisors have been organizing for higher wages and more of a

College in New Hampshire voted to
form a union. Lawrence has seen its
fair share of student organizing too,
from the CAs asking for a higher stipend at the beginning of this school
year to the recent efforts by student
workers in the Commons to increase
their break times and pay.
Workers in all sorts of other

Walking where the sidewalk ends

industries not traditionally represented by unions are continuing to unionize and organize, including theater
workers in Columbus, Ohio, faculty at
Santa Clara University in California
and dancers at Star Garden Topless
Dive Bar in North Hollywood, Calif.
Cannabis workers, nonprofit employees, bus drivers and pharmacy workers are joining in on the fun. Even
staff in the offices of Congressional
Democrats have been organizing for
better pay and treatment.
It’s not just in the United States.
In 2020, around 250 million farmers
went on strike to protest Indian Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s proposed
neoliberal agricultural reforms, and
on May Day 2022, thousands of workers in Panama, Ecuador and Brazil
rallied and protested against their
neoliberal governments. In Bolivia,
President Luis Arce led May Day
marches in the cities of Oruro and
La Paz, where students, housewives,
farmers and workers from many other
industries marched with him; regardless of borders, workers around the
world are rising up and demanding
more.
This movement is nothing new.
Unions and labor rights have been
decimated during every presidency
since the neoliberal administrations
of Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan.
Yes, even your favorite ones. This
movement has been brewing for
decades, and I encourage the workers of the world to stand up and
keep demanding democracy in the
workplace.
Happy May Day. United we bargain, divided we beg!

one wonder: why not just cut across
the grass? In nature, there are no
sidewalks to follow, only organic
paths made by countless animals
and humans taking the path of least
resistance to where they want to go.

represent some kind of natural rebellion to defy the constraints humans
build for themselves, and how they
elicit some kind of excitement within
me. It’s not even that I have anything
against a good sidewalk; sidewalks in

walk where I wasn’t explicitly told to.
I think the concept of a new path
created by desire can be applied to
more areas of life than just walking.
Why do what everyone else is doing
just because that’s the way we’ve been

as ‘normal’ is the equivalent of taking
the sidewalk from College Ave back
to Ormsby. Taking a breath and not
caring about the zit on my forehead is
challenging, and not quite as exciting
as cutting through Main Green in the

Wikipedia defines desire paths as
paths “created as a consequence of
erosion caused by human and animal
traffic, usually representing the shortest route between origin and destination.” I’ve been doing a lot of thinking
about desire paths recently- how they

general are awesome tools that allow
for accessibility and clean shoes. And
yet, every time I find myself faced
with the option of taking the sidewalk
or taking a shortcut through a patch
of grass, my feet and my heart seem
to burn with the desire to disobey, to

doing it for so long? I think I tend to
get in the habit of constantly worrying if my hair looks dumb, whether I
talked too much in class and generally
caring too much what other people
think about me. Trying to conform
to what I believe others will perceive

dark and accidentally stepping in the
remains of Ormsby lake, but slowly
and surely, I’m trying to not care so
much if others judge me. It’s my life to
live, and I want to spend it following
my own desire path.
See page 11 for photo
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Borderline piece-of-shit disorder
Anonymous LU Student

Guest Writer
_________________________
Disclaimer: This article includes
discussion of sensitive topics like suicide and self-harm. If you or someone you know may be considering
suicide, contact the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-2738255 or the Crisis Text Line by texting
HOME to 741741.
These past two weeks have
been hard for me. I found out about
the Johnny Depp defamation trial
through my favorite streamer, and I
got caught in the rabbit hole pretty
quick. Depp is suing his ex, Amber
Heard, after she went public with
allegations of abuse against Depp. In
this trial, Depp argues that she was
actually the abusive one. At trial, a
psychologist hired by Depp’s team
revealed Heard’s diagnoses of histrionic and borderline personality disorders. In came the swarm of focus, the
magnifying glass on the already hot
ant, around personality disorders and
the mystique around them. Borderline
personality disorder (BPD) is not discussed much, but when it is, it usually
isn’t in the best light. I do not have
much experience or knowledge of histrionic personality disorder; as such, I
will not be discussing it.

World Cup 2022...

continued from page 3
the barrage of ground strikes from
Vera. The round went 3/3 to Vera
even though Font landed 71 strikes
to Vera’s 39.
The fourth round began and
Font, Lord knows how, started the
round strong again with his relentless boxing, but the round would
end up exactly as the last two with
Font looking promising and powerful until being dropped by Vera in
tremendous fashion. This round’s
knockdown came at range with
Vera throwing a beautiful hook kick
to the head of Font who was completely unprepared for the strike,
likely expecting a roundhouse to

What is BPD, anyways? Does it
make you crazy? Does it cause you to
abuse, gaslight, those close to you?
Does it make you manipulative? Cold,
unfeeling?
BPD is mainly categorized by

some research on BPD, I stumbled
on a subreddit for people who have
relationships with “borderlines.” A lot
of posts were usually just vents about
how exhausting it can be to be close to
someone so unstable. The comments,

learning through testimony of the psychologist and many witnesses for the
plaintiffs, was abusive towards Depp
and probably gaslit him and threatened him with abuse allegations if he
tried to make allegations against her.

I’ll use myself as an example. DBT
focuses on skills that help to address
emotional instability in the moment
and strategies to prevent me from
spiraling. Individual therapy helps me
work through trauma and recognize

instability – instability of emotions,
of affect, of relationships, of perceptions. The core of BPD is a fear of
abandonment, though many do not at
first realize that this is at the core of
all their other symptoms- the driver,
if you will. These more outwardly
presenting symptoms include unstable relationships, swinging between
idealizing and devaluing people;
unstable, intense emotions, changing
within minutes or hours; anger outbursts; chronic feelings of emptiness
in between all the intense emotions;
the use of drugs, sex, shopping, reckless driving or binge eating to alleviate some of those extreme emotions;
identity disturbance; stress-related
dissociation or paranoia; and selfharm and frequent attempts/threats
of suicide.
I was diagnosed with BPD this
past fall term after some of the worst
months of my adult life. I was so
relieved to finally have an answer, to
finally have closure for this constellation of symptoms that previously
were unexplained, but I was also terrified of who I now was, of what these
three letters made me. After doing

on the other hand, said some pretty
fucked up shit – to paraphrase, how
people with borderline “don’t have
the capacity to care about others” and
therefore “nobody should ever be in
a relationship with one.” How borderline is a “major red flag.” About
how borderline makes people “crazy,”
“obsessive,” “stalker-ish.” It’s stuff
like this, and the negative reception
around BPD brought on by cases like
these, that fuels my self-hatred, my
inner anger, the urges to throw myself
off a bridge. It makes it much harder
for me to admit to my BPD diagnosis
than my depression or anxiety. I’m
afraid of what people think of me. I’m
afraid of how’ll I think about myself.
In the public eye, there aren’t as
many positive models or ‘success stories’ for the disorder as there are with
anxiety or depression. Who comes
to mind is Trisha Paytas, YouTube’s
favorite punching bag; Anna Nicole
Smith, who has passed but is still
lampooned by celebrities like Adore
Delano on RuPaul’s Drag Race for the
infamous custody case and her penchant for being under the influence;
and now Amber Heard, who, as we are

I do not condone Heard’s actions
and I do not defend her because
we share these three letters. I don’t
defend Depp either, as in my opinion,
their relationship has been shown to
be equally abusive. It’s just very hard
to be public and when the awareness
revolves with are all ‘crazy’ people
known for being obsessive, for abusing drugs or people. When all the
attention for your illness seems to
come from people wanting weaponize its name, the diagnosis is to make
personal attacks.
You know what’s a fact? The
majority of people with BPD aren’t
abusive. In fact, almost all cases stem
from childhood abuse or neglect.
Another is that we do have the capacity to feel love – we sometimes just
have a messed-up way of showing
it, and have attachment issues that
cause us to express love in inappropriate, ineffective and unproductive
ways. Another fact? BPD is treatable.
With treatment options like dialectal
behavioral therapy (DBT), individual
therapy and meds, the vast majority of people stop meeting the criteria within ten years of treatment.

my abandonment triggers. Meds help
with my mood so I have a better
handle on myself and can actually use
DBT skills in moments when I need
them. You want another fact? We
aren’t crazy – we’ve just gone through
some fucked up shit and we’re trying
our best.
What I do not want to come out
of this article is self-diagnosis. Do
not come out of reading this thinking
yourself into a loop, worrying about
having this. Chances are, you probably don’t. But if you really believe
you do, get in touch with someone at
Counseling Services, or see the psychiatrist through Wellness Services.
You are not alone. You are loved!
(Now, if only I could tell myself this.)
Instead, what I want coming out of
this article is empathy – before you
label someone as “crazy” for an emotional outburst, or before you go to
shake a finger at someone with substance abuse issues, or mommy or
daddy issues for that matter, pause
for a minute. Think about this essay.
Have a little empathy. We’re doing
our best. Please do your best.

the head. The strike landed and
Font fell back onto the canvas. Vera
pounced to put him out, but Font
stayed alive somehow through the
last two minutes, finding his way
back to his feet. Again, all judges
would score the round for Vera although Font landed more, this time
only 44 strikes to Vera’s 39.
The last round came, and nobody could believe their eyes, as not
only was Rob Font somehow still
alive, but he came back with a much
harder pace, landing to the head
and body, but Vera’s guard was
too strong to break through. Font
landed 50 strikes to Vera’s 33, but
it was clear to see that the output
of Font had no true weight behind
the strikes, whereas Vera’s were
landing much harder, although not

as much. Vera wobbled Font before the end of the round, but Font
would end the fight on his feet as
Vera took an early 5-second victory
lap before the final bell. The round
would go to Vera, just as it had the
last 3 rounds.
All credit to Rob Font for
showing the durability of a champion, but a stoppage likely would have
been called sooner had the bell not
intervened in rounds 2 and 3. He
ended the fight looking unrecognizable and it was clear to see that despite his output, Vera was landing
the harder shots on the night. There
is no reason to believe that Rob
Font has pillow hands, as his knockout record shows otherwise, but the
fight was more of a testament to the
amazing defense of Vera and his

amazing chin. Vera took a whopping 273 total strikes over 25 minutes while he only delivered 167.
As a testament to Font, he broke 6
UFC bantamweight records during
the fight due to his immense output. Font broke the record for most
significant strikes in a fight (273),
most significant strikes attempted
(516), distance strikes landed (256),
significant head strikes landed
(199), total strikes landed (271), and
total strikes attempted (520).
With this performance, Vera
has staked his claim as the #5
ranked bantamweight, moving Font
to #7. Vera called out the top 3 in
the division, with the likes of Petr
Yan, TJ Dillashaw, and José Aldo
within the sights of Vera for a future
fight. With having taken minimal

damage during the fight, it would
not be surprising to see Vera in the
cage again by the end of this year.
Perhaps a rematch with José Aldo
would be in the mind of the matchmakers, as it would set the winner
up for a title shot as the next fight.
As for Font, hopefully his face returns to normal, not looking like it
was hit by a truck, and can find his
footing back into the top 5. A possible opponent and an interesting
matchup for Font would be Cory
Sandhagen, who is sitting at #4 in
the division. The bantamweight division is one to watch out for in the
future and remember the name,
Marlon “Chito” Vera.

Have a story to share or want to see
something published in The Lawrentian?
Know of people or events on
campus that you’d like to see featured?

Students navigate the paths
through Main
Hall Green.
Photo by
Alana Melvin.

Scan the QR code and submit a story
proposal. We look forward to hearing from
you!
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